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I.I.I.I. PKD-900PKD-900PKD-900PKD-900 HighHighHighHigh SpeedSpeedSpeedSpeedAutomatismAutomatismAutomatismAutomatism PouchPouchPouchPouch DispenserDispenserDispenserDispenser

ApplicationsApplicationsApplicationsApplicationsApplications:Applications:Applications:Applications:
PKD-900 Packet Noodle High Speed Automatism Pouch Dispenser is the material with small bags of
seasoning packet automatically cut off, automatic delivery to automatically deliver on the packaging
equipment. Mainly used in bags of instant noodles, rice noodle and other products to facilitate the need to
put in a small package or a desiccant material when the automatic running. Depending on the connected bag
packet, packets can be particles, liquid packet, packet sauces, powder packets, Deoxidizer (drying) and
small packets with customer packing machine or conveyor belt synchronization speed automatic delivery.
Widely used in convenience food, medicine, health products, daily necessities, electronics and other
industries with small packets of automatic cut bags and automatic delivery. For high-speed, accurate
automated run.

Features:Features:Features:Features:
1. Effective: the folded continuous length of small material packages automatic transmission, automatic
detection of the packaging length after the cut off, will automatically cut off the feed bag to put on the
packaging, high-speed, accurate and automatic delivery. High production efficiency, production speed up to
250 packages / min or more, up to 300 packs / min (bag length is 50mm less time.)
2. Health: the machine automatically put Flavoring materials package, to avoid direct contact with the
packaging staff, small materials package, in line with food hygiene requirements.
3. Aadaptability, easy operation and maintenance:

☆ ultrasonic inspection using the most advanced way of quick replacement for any packing materials
without the need for adjustment of the sensitivity of the traditional;



☆ cut position can be adjusted and small online materials package placement; cutter efforts may need to be
adjusted via the keyboard;
☆ can easily select the switch mode external signal or internal signals to control;
☆ automatically count the number of row and set off; alarm and automatically display;
☆ machine electrical control connection by fast connection, easy maintenance, convenient and fast.

MMMMainainainain technicaltechnicaltechnicaltechnical parameters:parameters:parameters:parameters:

Product name High speed automatic dispenser

Model PKD-900

Dispensing speed 100 ~ 300 packs/min(depending on the length of the pouch)

Pouch length Bagging size (mm) length of 20 ~ 150 (length) width of 15 ~ 100 (width)

Power (Kw) 200-220V ~AC single-phase 50Hz/60Hz 0.5Kw

Cutting precision of cutting position ± 1.0mm or less

Outside Dimensions 650 (w) × 680 (D) × 1680 (H) mm

Weight (Kg) about 65 kg

Material Material stainless steel SUS304

II.II.II.II. SKE-340SKE-340SKE-340SKE-340 HighHighHighHigh SpeedSpeedSpeedSpeedAutomatismAutomatismAutomatismAutomatism PouchPouchPouchPouch LoaderLoaderLoaderLoader

Applications:Applications:Applications:Applications:
SKE-340High Speed Automatism Pouch Loader, connect to the pouch filling machine that three or four
banding, gather up the continuous package in the box according to the number of certain. If be used with
Automatism Pouch Dispenser, will save labor. Mainly used for putting the seasoning packet into the plastic
box or carton automatically in instant noodle, instant rice noodle.



Features:Features:Features:Features:
1. Efficient: feeding, pouching of the continuous package realize the automatic, high production efficiency,
the speed up to 200 packet/min.

2. Hygiene: pouch automatically, keep the hands away from the seasoningpacket, fit the hygiene

requirement of food, medicine.

3. Strong adaptability, convenient operation and maintenance:

* Using the most advanced ultrasonic detection, replace product quickly;

* Setting the amount of folder and box;

* Alerting and displaying automatically;

MainMainMainMain technicaltechnicaltechnicaltechnical parameters:parameters:parameters:parameters:

Products name High Speed Automatism Pouch Loader

Model SKE-340

Speed 100~200 / min

Bagging size (mm) 20~150 (Length) 15~100 (Width)

Power(KW) 200-220V ~AC 50HZ / 60HZ 0.5KW

Outside dimensions 900(W)×570(D)×1395(H)mm

Weight(Kw) About 65 (kg)

Material SUS304 Stainless steel


